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282 Kent Street, Teneriffe, Qld 4005

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 4 Area: 440 m2 Type: House

Heath Williams
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For Sale

Thoughtfully transformed to merge its original heritage allure with a fresh contemporary sophistication, 282 Kent Street

presents a four-bedroom, three-bathroom sanctuary, epitomizing the essence of upscale inner-city living. Nestled in the

vibrant heart of Teneriffe, mere moments from the James Street and Gasworks precinct offering an idyllic blend of

tranquillity and urban vibrancy.As you approach the home, its street presence is immediately felt through the quaint name

plaque, OLIVEMAY, which sets a welcoming tone. The home's façade, a timeless tapestry of red brick, invites you into an

interior where the warmth of blackbutt flooring extends a seamless welcome.The culinary space is a triumph of design,

boasting a kitchen island with a waterfall edge, 60mm stone countertops, and bar seating, integrated bar fridge, and

bespoke cabinetry. European appliances, including a gas cooktop, are complemented by striking pendant lighting, while

the adjacent butler's pantry is replete with modern conveniences.The home's ground level celebrates open plan living,

encouraging communal engagement in the home's heart. The lounge, with its modern fireplace, becomes a cozy retreat in

cooler months, while glass doors retract to meld the indoors with a chic alfresco stone-tiled area. The pool, with its

waterfall feature and underwater lighting, is a visual delight, framed by frameless glass, extending the invitation to

luxurious relaxation.The outdoor spaces are thoughtfully landscaped, maximizing utility and aesthetic appeal - from the

level lawn perfect for play, to the intimate fire pit zone, to the sheltered pool deck for social gatherings. The front

courtyard, with its stonework and verdant touches, offers an additional enclave of serenity.Ascending to the upper level,

the master suite is a bastion of privacy, with bi-fold doors leading to a serene deck. Accompanied by a dressing room and

an ensuite, it affords a secluded escape.Flexibility abounds with multiple living areas spread across both levels and a

dedicated study, ensuring ample space for individual pursuits or privacy. The convenience is furthered by dual street

access, including a laneway to the rear car accommodation.Positioned to offer a lifestyle of unmatched convenience and

cultural richness, with easy access to Brisbane's finest amenities including transport, parks, dining, and entertainment, this

property is not merely a residence but a statement of discerning taste. Secure your piece of Teneriffe's most coveted real

estate and embrace a home that truly reflects your achievement.DisclaimerThis property is being sold by auction or

without a price and therefore a price guide can not be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price

bracket for website functionality purposes


